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Barking is normal and  
healthy dog behaviour. 
It communicates play or excitement, fear and stress, territorial 
breaches or warnings, anxiety, aggression, or illness. The way 
your dog barks, the body language displayed, and what’s 
occurring around them helps to provide context and reasons as 
to why they’re barking. While barking is normal and healthy dog 
behaviour, excessive barking can be frustrating for owners and 
their neighbours, and often results in us at the City of Charles 
Sturt Council becoming involved. 

We understand that barking is normal dog behaviour, however 
constant barking that disrupts neighbouring residents needs to  
be addressed.
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Nuisance barkers are amongst the most 
common complaints dealt with by our 
Community Safety Officers at Charles Sturt. 
Barking becomes a problem when it:

• Is excessive
• Annoys the neighbours
• Annoys you
• Results in our involvement

Remember that nuisance barking can be 
subjective. Even if you feel your dog doesn’t 
bark excessively, neighbouring residents may 
have a different tolerance level or it may be 
affecting them differently. Many aspects 
of life can change a person’s tolerance for 
barking: 

• Young children that are easily disrupted 
when sleeping

• The elderly (especially with hearing aids) 
• Shift workers
• People recovering from illness or caring 

for those who are unwell

Everyone has a right to enjoy their days 

or nights in peace. At Charles Sturt, we 
are required to investigate all barking 
complaints that we receive.

The barking complaints received by us 
at Charles Sturt commonly occur in the 
following instances:
• When your dog is left alone during the 

day (or when you leave home)
• When people pass by your house or 

knock on your door
• In response to other dogs barking
• In response to different or unusual 

noises, sights or smells in the 
neighbourhood

• In response to other animals (ie cats, 
possums or rats) in the area

• When they’re left alone for long periods 
outside (especially at night).

Our involvement generally follows two main 
steps: 

1. Initial contact to let the dog owner 
know that they have been contacted 

DO YOU HAVE  
A BARKING PROBLEM  
ON YOUR HANDS?
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about their dog barking and to provide 
some support and guidance in some 
strategies that may help reduce the 
barking. 

2. A second more thorough investigation 
may occur where the initial support and 
assistance fails to reduce the barking. 
This involves barking dog diaries filled 
in by the complainant and Council 
Officers for a set period. Nuisance and 
excessive barking can only be proven by 
Council Officers if the dog barks over a 
set number of times in a specific period. 
Council Officers do not get involved in 
neighbour disputes and conduct their 
own investigation to substantiate a 
nuisance complaint objectively without 
taking one person’s word over another.

Before embarking on strategies to reduce 
barking, you need to understand the reason 
why the barking is happening. 
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Dogs can bark because of boredom, the need for attention, 
anxiety or distress, excitement, pain or to alert owners of 
potential (real or perceived!) intruders. Understanding the 
reason why your dog barks will assist you in putting together a 
realistic and efficient training and/or management program to 
help reduce the nuisance. Additionally, your dog’s health, age, 
breed and physical and mental enrichment allowance per day 
are all likely to be contributing factors to any nuisance barking. 

Please note: as with young children seeking attention or 
acting out, dogs that bark consistently are often trying to 
alert someone that their needs are not being met – it could 
be attention, exercise, hunger, fatigue, pain, discomfort or they 
don’t feel safe. In many cases, ensuring these needs are met 
can help to alleviate barking problems. Tips on how to do this 
effectively can be found later in this handout. 

ARE ALL BARKS EQUAL?
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Dogs on patrol: alert barking

Many of us expect our dogs to bark as they 
alert us to changes in the environment, and 
can appreciate that some alert barking is 
normal. However, it becomes a problem when 
the barking occurs excessively throughout 
the day. Avoid getting angry at dogs that alert 
bark. After all, they don’t know the difference 
between welcome and unwelcome guests. 
Everyone that walks past could be a potential 
intruder. 

Dogs on patrol will often bark in response to a 
specific change in the environment (someone 
walking past or an unexpected sound) and 
the barks will remain at a high intensity and 
frequency until that change is gone (the 
person is out of sight or a few minutes after 
the sound subsides).

Further, imagine the stress involved in being 
responsible for chasing potential intruders 
away all day and night. That consistent, 
patrolling, high-alert state of mind is not 
conducive to a relaxed, healthy or happy dog. 
For many dogs, a measure of anxiety and 
stress is involved in this behaviour – normal, 
healthy dogs should be able to relax in their 
own home, sleep and ignore the normal and 
consistent passers-by on a busy street.

Dealing with alert barkers

When you’re home: 

• Acknowledge that the dog’s job is done, 
and that you’ve noticed the potential 
‘intruder’ by saying ‘Thankyou!’, ‘All clear’, 
or ‘Job’s done’.

• Encourage the dog to come to you and 
then give them a treat. Place bowls of 

treats strategically around the house so 
you can access them easily when your 
dog alerts. 

While this may seem counter-productive, 
you will not be reinforcing the barking, but 
instead reinforcing the dog for coming toward 
you and being quiet after they’ve alerted you 
of something of interest. It will result in a dog 
that self-regulates (one or two barks before 
choosing to check in with you and settle again 
after some praise). This method also works 
quite well for dogs that bark at the door when 
guests arrive.

When you’re not home  
or are unable to train
• Change what your dog can see –shut 

blinds, close doors, or put up a temporary 
fence to limit their access to parts of 
the house or yard that they like to patrol 
from.

• Leave a radio on low volume (preferably 
classical music which can be calming for 
dogs) to help mask some of the sounds.

Bored dogs bark better

Dogs are busy, intelligent and sentient 
beings which means that like us they need 
love, interaction and are in fact very similar 
to a toddler.

Regular physical and mental exercise is critical 
to their well-being and welfare, and excessive 
barking can often occur where these needs 
are not met. Further, dogs often develop 
intense and excessive ‘on patrol’ barking 
habits when they are bored.
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Dealing with Boredom barkers
Allowing dogs to problem solve (ie. hunt) for 
their daily food ration and use their noses in 
scent games can drastically increase their 
ability to relax and sleep throughout the day 
(which is normal dog behaviour). See the end 
of this article for some enrichment ideas that 
might suit your dog. 

Barking for attention

Boredom can also significantly contribute to 
dogs that bark for attention. Your dog may 
be barking for attention from you, other 
household members, other household pets, 
neighbouring residents, or neighbourhood 
pets. Barking for attention (and as sign of 
anxiety or stress) can often be recognised 
as dogs will bark for a short period before 
stopping and waiting to see if there’s a 
response. 

Dealing with Attention seekers
As with boredom barkers – keeping your dog 
busy throughout the day with different and 
varied environmental enrichment options will 
go a long way to reduce the problem behaviour. 
If they’re occupied and satiated, there is less 
need for them to gain your attention.

It is generally best to interrupt dogs that 
bark for attention and provide them with 
something else to do that is productive and 
interactive. 

Attention seeking barking is often the result 
of one of the dog’s needs not being met 
(they’re trying to interact with you). Don’t be 
afraid to provide that attention the instant 
they bark, before providing them with 
something else more constructive to do. The 

end result will be a dog that barks once or 
twice for attention, before waiting patiently 
for you to assist with what they need.

Further, while you may feel hesitant to 
interrupt good behaviour like ‘settle’ or ‘quiet’ 
for fear of stirring the dog up, it is incredibly 
important you acknowledge the dog for doing 
the right thing. Just drop a treat in front of 
their nose when they’re being ‘good’ (i.e. just 
lying quietly). Give them an ‘all finished’ or 
‘all done’ cue with empty hands if they get 
up and think something exciting is about to 
happen – they’ll learn quickly that it’s better 
to remain calm or quiet for treats.

Separation Distress or Anxiety 
Dogs that bark or howl when they’re alone 
can be suffering from separation or isolation 
distress . Some dogs hate being alone – it 
doesn’t matter who or which animal is with 
them they just want some company (isolation 
distress), and some dogs can’t cope with 
being separated from one owner or other 
household pet specifically (separation distress 
or anxiety).  

Teaching your dog to be independent 
(whether they’re adults or recent rescues, or 
most importantly – puppies) is essential to 
ensuring they can cope with isolation during 
the day while you live your life. While it’s nice 
to have a dog greet us eagerly at the front 
door when we get home, it could be a sign 
that your dog was stressed and anxious for 
the duration of your absence. 

Some (non-exhaustive) signs of separation/ 
isolation distress/ anxiety:
• Not eating the food you leave (for some 

dogs), or only eating it when you’re home
• Excessive salivation/ wet spots around 



SIGH...
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the house or on their fur when you get 
home (not urination)

• Inappropriate urination or defecation
• Excessive pacing (sometimes you can 

notice this through the creation of tracks 
in the backyard)

• Exhaustion after you get home – they’ve 
been terrified and panicked all day and 
can only relax when you’re there (could 
also be on patrol behaviour – watch the 
way they interact with you to be sure )

• Destructive behaviour (could also be 
boredom – watch the way they interact 
with you to be sure)

• Self-harm – excessive licking on flanks or 
paws

• A dog that has to keep you in sight at all 
times when you’re home (even getting 
up from sleep to follow you, or trying to 
get into the bathroom with you)

• A dog that howls or barks as you leave

The best way to be sure about separation or 
isolation distress is to film your dog when you’re 
out to see. Boredom, on patrol, fear, excessive 
sound sensitivity and generalised anxiety 
can also be causes for several of the above 
symptoms. If your dog ticks some of the above 
boxes it will be best to contact a behavioural 
dog training profession for assistance. 

A list of qualified trainers recommended by 
the RSPCA in South Australia can be found on 
the RSPCA SA Lead By Example Campaign’s 
website: http://www.rspcasa.org.au/the-
issues/lead-by-example/ 

It is generally not recommended that you 
get a second dog to help alleviate the stress 
of the first dog until you have spoken with a 
qualified and experienced professional trainer. 
While in some cases it may assist, in others 
you are just as likely to have two dogs that are 
now stressed and excessively barking.

WOOF!

http://www.rspcasa.org.au/the-
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Health Issues
Pain, discomfort,age and other health 
problems (fleas, skin allergies, arthritis, 
cognitive dysfunction/ dementia, general 
aches and pains) increase a dogs frustration 
or tolerance levels ( just like us) and can 
significantly increase the likelihood that they 
bark. It’s essential you keep up with regular 
vet visits and health checks – ensure your 
dog’s physical health and welfare needs are 
being met to help reduce any health reasons 
for barking.

Excitement/ Play
Dogs will also bark in play or excitement. 
This is a less common reason for excessive 
barking or council involvement, although it 
can occur if you have two dogs that play and 
bark during the day, or a younger dog that 
pesters an older dog for play and attention. 
As with other common causes for barking – it 
is essential that you ensure their enrichment 
and exercise needs have been met, and re-
asses how you might be able to manage the 
behaviour when you’re away. 
• Can you leave the dogs inside to reduce 

the noise reaching neighbouring 
residents? 

• Can you leave more enrichment items for 
them to interact with, instead of playing 
with each other? 

• If you have a younger dog, can you invest 
in a dog walker to break up their day (and 
give the older dog a break?) 

• Or leave the older dog inside for some 
peace and quiet when you leave?

Generally, there are two main ways to reduce 
the frequency of any unwanted behaviour 
– prevent the behaviour from occurring 

initially through environmental management; 
or training to help teach your dog an 
incompatible, alternate behaviour. 

NB: the longer the dog has been practicing 
the barking behaviour, the longer it will take 
to change the habit.

Following are some tips and tricks for exercise 
and environmental enrichment to help you 
with some management strategies. Training 
will generally require the assistance of a 
qualified professional and should involve 
you reinforcing the dog to not bark when 
you’re home in the situations that would 
otherwise cause them to bark. Managing the 
environment is generally the only option for 
barking that occurs when you’re not home.
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EXERCISING DOGS

Exercise breaks up your dog’s day with 
both mental and physical stimulation. It 
provides your dog with a chance to release 
energy, but also investigate and explore their 
surroundings. Normal, healthy dogs need to 
go for walks and outings as often as you can 
take them – regardless of how big or little 
they are, or how big your property is; dogs 
are not self-exercising. Dogs who are walked 
frequentlyare less likely to exhibit problem 
behaviours like constant running around, 
excessive barking, pacing and escaping. 
Puppies sleep a lot. When they’re sleeping 
they become easy to manage and live with, 
and over time, we tend to fall into the trap 
that a tired dog is a good dog. As your puppy 
grows and builds in endurance, we find 
ourselves increasing exercise and play time 
so that they can be tired, so that they can be 
good. As your dog hits adolescence (between 
5 months to 3-3.5 years) you will need to find 
a balance between appropriate and adequate 
exercise, and exercising your dog so much 
that they simply get fitter. A tired dog is only 
too tired to be ‘bad’; a good dog will be able to 
relax and settle even when they haven’t been 
for a walk. 
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EXERCISING DOGS
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Not all exercise is equal
There are lots of different ways to exercise 
your dog. You don’t have to stick to just one or 
the other- in fact, it’s better to use a variety of 
different exercise types over the course of the 
week. But it is important to ensure your dog 
enjoys them. 

See below for a few tips to ensure your dog is 
receiving appropriate and adequate exercise:

• Avoid increasing the length of your walk, 
so much as getting your dog out of the 
house more often. If, on a normal day you 
allocate 20-30min to walk your dog you 
can split that time into 2 x 10-15minute 
walks for better effect (this may also help 
reduce any pulling that occurs as walking 
is a more frequent occurrence). 

• Prioritise a walk or outing prior to you 
leaving for the day. Think of your dog’s 
energy levels like a battery – every day 
you need to use up all the energy and 
every night it will recharge. Walking your 
dog before you leave for work in the 
morning will help reduce some of their 
energy levels for the long day ahead 
until you get home. If your dog is a little 
calmer during the day because of a 
morning walk, they will be less likely to 
bark. A second shorter walk once you get 
home will also work wonders. 

• Young dogs (under 12months) shouldn’t 
be exercised excessively – even smaller 
breeds. Free roaming where they can 
choose to stop and relax when they get 
tired or sore will be beneficial for them 
and their health and growth.

• Interrupt your dog’s play with other 
dogs, or chasing the ball, frequently 
with recalls and calm them down before 

letting them go again. Dogs that get 
uninterrupted, crazy play at the dog 
park or beach, or chase a ball obsessively, 
actually find it harder to relax and settle 
at home than others. It appears to 
work because they sleep when they’re 
exhausted, but it’s actually counter-
productive as they don’t rest until that 
point. And that point of exhaustion will 
change the fitter they become.

• Start to incorporate longer, sniffy walks 
as part of your routine. These can be 
along trails, the beach or footpaths 
that really encourage them to use 
their noses. Dog’s perceive their world 
predominantly through their noses – it’s 
imperative to their mental wellbeing 
that you give them an outlet for that 
natural behaviour. Allow your dog to 
stop and sniff any time they want to on 
their walks (as long as it’s safe). While 
you may feel initially that you’ll never get 
anywhere, you’ll find over the weeks that 
the time spent sniffing particular spots 
diminishes. Further – you take your dog 
on their walks for them – if they want to 
sniff let them! If you want to exercise, do 
so without your dog. For barking dogs, 
a relaxing outing in the morning before 
you leave will be more useful in reducing 
barking than a full-on crazy play session 
with other dogs at the dog park. They will 
calm back feeling calmer and content, 
rather than on a high. 

• If your dog pulls on walks, you can 
investigate different types of equipment 
that may help with that via the RSPCA 
SA Lead By Example Campaign (http://
www.rspcasa.org.au/the-issues/lead-by-
example/) 

http://www.rspcasa.org.au/the-issues/lead-by-
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• Investing in a dog walker once per week 
or fortnight may also assist in breaking 
up the day for your dog. Ensure any dog 
walker you investigate is qualified, has 
insurance and has a special interest in 
dog behaviour and force free training 
methods as recommended by the 
RSPCA SA. 

• Doggy Day care can also be an option 
for one day per week – ensure all staff 
have additional training in dog behaviour 
and understanding dog body language. 
As with uninterrupted play at dog park, 
it is important that any doggy day care 
your dog attends provides the dogs with 
frequent calm periods throughout the 
day – the goal is not to have your dog 
return exhausted, but instead to enrich 

their day and have them come home 
happy and content. Doggy day care is 
only suitable for dogs that play nicely 
with other dogs and who enjoy the 
company of other dogs. 

• Don’t forget to include your dog in as 
many aspects of your life as possible.

1. Can you take them to work for half a day 
or one day a fortnight?

2. Can they come with you to coffee or 
brunch dates?

3. Can they come for car rides for errands 
as often as possible (don’t ever leave your 
dog in a car)

4. Can they come inside when you’re home 
– even for brief periods, and on lead if 
necessary?

CATCH ME  

IF YOU CAN!
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KEEPING  
DOGS BUSY
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Dogs are incredibly social, smart and busy 
animals. Where we can fill up our days with 
loads of mental enrichment: work, social 
media, social outings, TV, and physical activity, 
our dogs only have us. Even with regular 
walks, outings and companionship, our dogs 
still spend a substantial amount of time per 
day left alone while we’re at work, or out 
friend friends. While many owners are aware 
their dogs need daily exercise, we often forget 
to ensure they receive adequate mental 
stimulation as well.

The amount of energy and behaviour your 
dog can exert per day is limited. If you leave 
them to their own devices, they will find their 
own jobs to do to keep them busy throughout 
the day.

Enrichment programs will often utilise 
portions of your dog’s daily food ration to 
encourage interaction with appropriate toys. 
Instead of getting fed for free in a bowl that 
is usually hoovered up in two seconds flat 
(where your dog is then looking for something 
else to occupy them), they now have to work 
for their food just like we do. 

Below are a variety of different enrichment 
strategies that you may use to keep your dog 
busy during the day (or when they are likely 
to bark). You can use one or a variety of them 
on the same or different days – do what works 
for your and your dog.

• Put your dog’s breakfast or dinner 
into food dispensing toys like Kongs™, 
treatballs, and any number of other toys 
available on the market. This will keep 
your dog busy figuring out how to access 
food and being reinforced for calm and 
quiet when they do get treats out. 

• Scatter your dog’s meals out on the yard, 

or in the house so that they have to 
spend time finding each individual piece 

• Freeze treats and chews in icecream or 
yoghurt containers in summer to keep 
dogs busy for longer

• Smear some dog-appropriate peanut 
butter or cream cheese on bark on trees, 
pavers, stones or tiles to create their own 
little treasure hunt

• Hide small handfuls of treats around 
the backyard or house and on different 
surfaces again to encourage them to 
scent and explore the area

• Give your dog your old yoghurt, peanut 
butter and cream cheese containers for 
them to clean out (just take any caps, 
rings, lids or labels off beforehand)

• Put dry food in old soft drink bottles (take 
the ring, lid and label off) or cardboard 
boxes - just pick up the cardboard bits at 
the end of the day.

• You can hide longer-lasting treats like 
chews or bones (depending on the 
recommendations from your vet) for them 
to hunt, find and be occupied for longer

• Rotate any toys daily so that there’s ‘new’ 
things to play with

• Invest in a clamshell - fill one half with 
water for drinks and swimming, and the 
other half with sand or dirt to encourage 
digging. Bury things in the digging pit to 
encourage digging in an appropriate area.

• Invest in or make a snuffle mat to better 
utilise your dog’s sniffing tendencies 
– this will help them both calm down 
and tire them out. Snuffle mats can 
be purchased from several different 



Adelaide based companies, including 
Pets Need a Life Too (http://www.
petsneedalifetoo.com/products/) or 
Puppingtons (http://www.puppingtons.
com.au/store/c1/Featured_Products.
html) or you can make your own 
following these instructions (http://
www.allpetseducationandtraining.com.
au/snuffle-mat-mayhem.html) 

• Create a sensory garden. Sensory gardens 
provide different surfaces, heights and 
objects for your dogs to interact with 
to encourage greater exploration. More 
information about sensory gardens can 
be found here online, like the Mayhew 
Animal Home (https://www.themayhew.
org/about/news/sensorygarden/). 
While you don’t need to redevelop you 
backyard, but some aspects of the above 
might be useful. 

Health and safety notes:

• Please supervise your dog the first few 
times your provide them with something 
new to interact with – never assume they 
know how to eat, chew or play with a 
new item safely. 

• Most dogs will not eat inappropriate 
items like cardboard or plastic, however 
it is best to watch them closely the 
first few times. If your dog is eating the 
cardboard or plastic, those options aren’t 
for you. 

• Watch for insects (wasps/ bees) in the 
summer months and with certain types 
of food – avoid using those enrichment 
options outside at those times of the year.

19

MMM...

http://petsneedalifetoo.com/products/
http://www.puppingtons/
http://com.au/store/c
http://www.allpetseducationandtraining.com/
https://www.themayhew/
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CANINE  
COMMUNICATIONDogs communicate primarily through their 

body language: the positioning of their 
heads, tails, eyes, paws, and body overall are 
all conscious forms of communication on 
your dog’s part. Make sure you take the time 
and make the effort to learn what they’re 
saying. Your dog’s body language will provide 
you with clues as to how they’re coping 
in different contexts – when playing with 
other dogs, exploring new environments, 
interacting with kids or other people on the 
street and how they cope when you leave 
them and return home. 

We are committed to promoting responsible 
dog ownership and building a better 
understanding of canine behaviour and body 
language for our residents at Charles Sturt. 
Like our facebook page  
www.facebook.com/petsofcharlessturt  
to keep up to date with the free community 
education events we offer on a regular basis. 

We also have our very own, dog body 
language online quiz:  
www.charlessturt.sa.gov.au/DogSpeakQuiz

http://www.facebook.com/petsofcharlessturt
http://www.charlessturt.sa.gov.au/DogSpeakQuiz
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CANINE  
COMMUNICATION
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NOTES
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City of Charles Sturt
72 Woodville Road 
WOODVILLE SA 5011 

P 08 8408 1111
F 08 8408 1122
E council@charlessturt.sa.gov.au 

mailto:council@charlessturt.sa.gov.au
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